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1. Introduction 

We discuss the relations among various combinatorial conjectures, to wit: 
I. A conjecture of J. Dinitz on partial Latin squares, closely related to a conjec- 

ture of N. Alon and M. Tarsi on Latin squares. 
II. A conjecture of the second author on the nonvanishing property of a certain 

straightening coefficient in the supersymmetric bracket algebra. This conjecture is 
motivated by the author’s program of extending invariant theory by the use of 
supersymmetric variables. 

III. A conjecture of the second author on the exchange property satisfied by sets of 
bases of a vector space (or more general, for bases of a matroid). 

IV. A conjecture of J. Kahn which generalizes Dinitz’s conjecture, as well as 
conjecture III. 

We begin by discussing Dinitz’s conjecture. Recall that a partial Latin square of 
order n is an n x n array of symbols with the property that no symbol appears more 
than once in any row or column. While a graduate student at Ohio State University, 
Jeff Dinitz proposed the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 1 (Dinitz, 1978). Associate to each pair (i, j) where 1 <i, j<n a set S, of 
size n. Then there exists a partial Latin square (aij)lGi,jan with aijESij for all pairs (i,j). 
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For example, let S1r =SZ2={a, b}, S12=S21 = (c,d}. Then one obtains a partial 
Latin square of size 2 by choosing a 1 1 = az2 = a, a, 2 = azl = c. In this case there are 24 
different partial Latin squares. 

In attempting to solve this conject,ure, Alon and Tarsi were led to a new conjecture 
on Latin squares which implies Dinitz conjecture. Recall that a Latin square (aij)l<i,j<n 
is a partial Latin square such that all sets Sij are identical with the set (1,2,. . . , n}. 

A row inversion in a Latin square is a pair of numbers in a row which are out of order, 
that is aij>aij, with j< j’. A Latin square is row even (resp. row odd) if it contains an 
even (resp. odd) number of row inversions. The concepts of column inversions, column 
even and column odd Latin squares are similarly defined. A Latin square is said to be 
even (resp. odd) if the sum of the number of row inversions and the number of column 
inversions is even (resp. odd). We write RELS(n), ROLS(n), GELS(n), COLS(n), 
ELS(n) and OLS(n) to denote the number of row even, row odd, column even, column 
odd, even and odd Latin squares of order n. 

When n is an odd integer, it is easy to see, by permuting a pair of rows or a pair of 
columns of a Latin square, that 

RELS(n) = ROLS(n), 

GELS(n) = COLS(n), 

ELS(n) = OLS(n). 

The following conjecture was made by Alon and Tarsi in 1986. 

Conjecture 2. If n is even, then ELS(n)#OLS(n). 

We will show, using a formula in [7] that this conjecture is equivalent to the following. 

Conjecture 3. If n is even, then RELS(n)#ROLS(n). 

It is obvious that Conjecture 3 is equivalent to 

CELS(n)#COLS(n), 

if n is even. 
We now go on to the second author’s conjectures. 

Conjecture 4 (Rota, 1989). Let V be a vector space over an arbitrary infinite field. 
Suppose B1,B2, . . . . B, are n sets of bases of V. Then for each i, there is a linear order 
Of Bi, say B1={al,a2 ,..., a,}; Bz={bl,bz ,..., b,};...; B,={c~,c~ ,..., c”}, such that 

G=(ai,br,..., cl}; CZ = {a2, bz, . . . ,c2}; . . . ; C, = {a,, b,, . . . , c,} are n sets of bases. 

An analogous conjecture on bases of a matroid was made at the same time. 
We shall see that Conjecture 4 is a consequence of the same author’s conjecture 

concerning the nonvanishing of a certain element of the bracket algebra, which we 
proceed to state. (The definition of the bracket algebra will be recalled in next section.) 
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Conjecture 5 (Rota, 1989). Let Bracket [L * ] be the bracket algebra of rank n on a set 
L+ of positive letters. If n is even, the element of Bracket [L’] 

[ab ... c]” 

is non-zero whenever a, b, . . . ,c are n distinct letters in L+. 

Conjecture 5 plays a central role in revealing the relations among Conjectures 1-5. 
We show that 

(0 (ii) 

Conjecture 5 0 Conjecture 3 0 Conjecture 2, 

(iii) 

Conjecture 5 3 Conjecture 4 (for even n), 

Conjecture 2 * Conjecture 1 (for even n). 

Relation (i) is proved in Section 2, by a formula for straightening coefficients [7] in 
a bracket algebra. Relations (ii) and (iii) will be proved in Section 3, by the technique of 
umbra1 linear operators. Relations (iv) is proved in Section 4, as an immediate 
consequence of a theorem of Alon and Tarsi on list colorings of graphs. 

In closing this section, we state a conjecture of Jeff Kahn which generalizes 
Conjectures 1 and 4. 

Conjecture 6 (J. Kahn, 1991). Let V be an n dimensional vector space over an 
arbitrary infinite field. Associate to each cell in an n x n array a basis of V. Then it is 
always possible to choose one vector in each cell so that one gets bases in all rows and 
columns. 

2. Bracket algebras and the straightening formula 

We begin with reviewing the bracket algebra on a set of vectors. Let V be a vector 
space over a field K of characteristic zero. This assumption is made for ease of reading, 
although a characteristic free theory is also available, see [5,6]. Fix a basis 
el,ez, . . . ,e, of V. Given n vectors x1,x2, . . . ,x, in I’, the bracket [xl x2 ..-x,] is 
defined to be the determinant 

cx1 x2 **. x,] =det(xij), 

where xi=CjXijej. It is clear that 

CXl “- xi ‘.’ xj . ..x.]=-[x1 . ..Xj...Xi.‘.X.]. (1) 
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Moreover for any n + 1 vectors x1, x2, . . . , x.,x,+ l~V, one can prove the following 
well-known syzygy for a fixed 1~ i < n: 

for any n - 1 vectors y,, y2, . . . , y. _ lo V. Here (- 1)” is defined to be (- l)iCb), where i(e) 
is the number of inversions in the permutation 0. 

Let L- = {a, /3, y, . . . } be a set of vector variables in V. The bracket algebra 

Bracket[L-] is defined to be the commutative algebra generated by the brackets 
[LX/I ... 71, where a, j?, .,. ,y are n elements in L-. The upper index - on L- is 
suggested by relation (1). We usually call elements in L- negative letters. 

Next, we define a different type of bracket algebra on a set L+ = {a, b, c, . . . , }, where 
the upper index + is suggested by relation (4) below. Elements in Lf will be called 
positive letters. Associate to L+ a new set 

[L’] = {[u]: u is a word on L+ of length rr}. 

The bracket algebra Bracket[L+] of rank n on the set L+ of positive letters is the 
associative algebra generated by brackets [u] in CL’] such that 

(1) For any two brackets [u] and [v] in CL’], 

Cul Cul = (- 1)” Cvl Cul. (3) 

(2) For any two words u and u (of length n) on L+ such that u = u as monomials in 
the commutative algebra generated by L+, then 

Cul= [VI. (4) 

The above relation (in contrast to (1)) explains the use of the plus sign on L+. 

(3) For any n+l letters x1,x2 ,..., x.+~ EL+ (not necessarily distinct), 

C CxO, x** “‘xoiYIYZ .‘*Yn-il Cxc7+, “‘Xbn+lYn-i+l “‘.Yn-l]=O, (5) 

for all choices of n-l letters y1,y2,...,yn_1 in L+. 
The bracket algebras Bracket [L-l and Bracket [L’] are of fundamental impor- 

tance in the study of invariants for tensors under the action of the general linear 
groups, see [6]. 

We next proceed to discuss the straightening formula. Suppose L+ and L- are 
linearly ordered sets. Given a rectangular array on L- with n columns (often called as 
a tableau of rectangular shape) 

T= 
rJ p’ . . . y’ 

a” B” . . . y”, 
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[iJ-]=[~~ . . . y] [a’B’ . . . y’] . . . [a”F’ . . . JJ”]. (6) 

Notice that if any letter occurs twice in a row of T, then [T] = 0. A tableau Ton a set 
L- of negative letters is called standard if it has strictly increasing rows and weakly 
increasing columns. 

Similarly, given a tableau Ton L + of rectangular shape with n columns, we define 
CT] as the product of brackets of its row words as in (6). However, the notion of 
a standard tableau is differently defined. A tableau Ton a set L+ of positive letters is 
now called standard if it has weakly increasing rows and strongly increasing columns. 

The content of a tableau Ton either L- or L+ is defined to be the multiset of the 
letters occurred in T. 

Theorem 7 (straightening formula). The set of all [S], us S ranges ouer all standard 
tableaux of a given content on L+ (resp. L-) of the same rectangular shape with 
n columns, is a linear basis of the corresponding homogeneous subspace of the bracket 
algebra Bracket CL’] (resp. Bracket [L-l) of rank n spanned by all CT], as T ranges 
over all arbitrary tableaux of the same rectangular shape and of the same given content. 

Interested readers can refer [S] or [6] for a proof. 
According to this theorem, given a tableau T on L+ (resp. L-) of a rectangular 

shape with n columns, one can write 

where S ranges over standard tableaux on L+ (resp. L-) of the same shape and of the 
same content as T. The coefficients a TS involved are called straightening coeficients. 

We consider the algebra Bracket[L+]. Given n letters a< b< ... CC in Lf, let 

a b llG c 

a b ..- c 
T= . 

It is clear that T is not standard, 
straightening formula we have 

[ 

a a ..a a 

c c -*I c 

since it has column 

(7) 

for some rational number r, since the tableau on the right side is the only standard one 
with content a”b --. c”. The idea of this paper hinges on this mysterious coefficient r. 
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Its significance was first noticed by the second author. When n is odd, r = 0 by (3). 
When n is even, Conjecture 5 is equivalent to 

Conjecture 5’ (Rota, 1989). The coefficient r in (7) is non-zero. 

We will prove later in this section and in the next section the identities 

(n!)“r=CELS(n)-COLS(n) > 

and 

(8) 

-J-(n!)“r=ELS(n)-OLS(n). (9) 

These two identities establish the equivalence. 

Conjecture 5’ 0 Conjecture 3 0 Conjecture 2. 

Identity (8) will turn out to be a consequence of a formula in ref. 7. To arrive at this 
result, we require some definitions. Given a letter a& let &) be the ith divided power. 
(Recall that a divided power a@) is defined to be a’/i!.) Let u be a word on L+. The stand 
of U, denoted as stand(u), is the unique word on the set UUeL+ (a, ut2), uf3), . . . } obtained 
from u by contracting consecutive identical letters into a divided power. For example, 

stand(ubbcccbuu) = u~‘~‘c(~)!xz(~). 

Let T be a tableau of rectangular shape with n columns. Write the rows of T as 

Ul,UZ, -a., u,. These are words of length n on L+. Define the stand of [T], denoted as 
CT]“, to be 

CT]“= [stand ul] [stand u2] .a. [stand u,]. 

For example, 

a b .‘- c 

a b ... c 

1 a b ... c 

and 

= 1 = [ub ... c]” 

[; ” 1: “I’= -# ! #; r]- ~u’“‘,~b’“‘,...~c’“‘~. 

(In [5-71, [T]” is denoted as CT].) 
We recall the following result proved in [7]. 
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Theorem 8. Consider the bracket algebra Bracket[L+]. Suppose 

for some set d of standard tableaux. Let S be that element in ~2 such that its row 
sequence (the word obtained by writing the rows of T one after another from top to 
bottom) is the largest in the lexicographic order. Then 

a,s=CsgnX, 
X 

where the sum ranges over all tableaux X (of the same shape as S and T) such that X is 
an interpolant from T to S, that is, a letter occurs in the ith row of X if and only if it 
occurs in the ith row of T and a letter occurs in the jth column of X if and only if it occurs 
in the jth column of S; and where sgn X is + 1 or - 1 depending on the total number of 
inversions occurred in columns of X been even or odd. 

Let us apply Theorem 8 to identity (7). It can be rewritten as 

[i % j_m :]‘=(n!yr[! ” 1: !I’. (10) 

Let X be an interpolant from T to S, where T is the tableau on the left side of (10) 
and S is the one on the right. Clearly, X is a Latin square of order n. By definition, 
sgn X is exactly (- l)k, where k is the number of column inversions of X. Therefore by 
Theorem 8, 

(n!)“r=CELS(n)-COLS(n). 

This proves (8) and in turn implies the equivalence 

Conjecture 5’ 0 Conjecture 3. 

(11) 

3. Umbra1 linear operators 

Umbra1 linear operators are important in invariant theory, in that they allow to write 
all invariants of a set of skew-symmetric tensors in terms of elements in Bracket [L+ J, 
see [6]. In this section, we use umbra1 operators to derive the implication 

Conjecture 5’ * Conjecture 4 (for even n), 

and the equivalence 

Conjecture 5’ 0 Conjecture 2. 
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The definition of an umbra1 linear operator is ordinarily given in terms of polarization 
operators in a supersymmetric bracket algebra. We follow a more elementary ap- 
proach and define these operators directly. 

Let M be a finite multiset with elements in L+. Suppose the size of M is a multiple 
of n. Write 

M=‘$bj...ck 9 

where i+j+ a.. + k E 0 (mod n). Let Bracket [L’lM be the subspace of Bracket [L’] 
spanned by bracket monomials with content M. Iterating (5), 

Bracket [L’licr = 0 unless i, j, . . . , k < n. 

Given a monomial meBracket[L+lM, write 

m=m(a,a ,..., a;b,b ,..., b;...;c,c ,..., c), 

when the letters a, b, . . . , c occur i, j, . . . , k times respectively in the monomial m. Let 
V be a vector space of dimension n. Let 

L-={crl,crz,...,ai;B1,Bz,...,Bj;...;rl,Yzl...,Yk} 

be a set of vector variables in V. Define the element m-EBracket[L-] as 

m-= C (-l)o+r+‘~‘+nm(c(O ,,..., CI,,;~,, ,..., Prj;rll ,,..., ym). 
0,7,“‘,X 

In other words, we antisymmetrize the positive letters a, b, . . . , c by the negative letters 

al,..., ai; fi1, .ee,bj; . . ..Yl...., yk, respectively. The element m- is well defined up to 
a sign. For example, if n=2, and if m= [aab] [bee], then 

m-= f4[Ihadd C~~Y~Y~IT~C~~~~B~ICP~YIYZI. 

It can be proved that (see [6]) there exists a well-defined linear operator 

@ : Bracket [L+],+Bracket [L-l, 

called the umbra1 linear operator, such that for each monomial meBracket[L%, 

Q(m)= km-. (12) 

In fact, one can determine the sign in (12) explicitly. Fortunately, we do not have to 
worry about this sign in the present paper. 

We now proceed to prove that Conjecture 5’ implies Conjecture 4 by using the 
umbra1 linear operator. 

Suppose n is an even integer. Let the multiset M be 

Mca”b” . ..c” 

where a,b, . . . , c are n of letters L+. Let a1,a2, . . . ,a,; p1,fi2, . . . ,P,,; . . . ;y1,y2, . . . ,yn be 

n sets of vector variables in V. Applying the umbra1 operator @ to each side of identity 
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(7), one obtains the identity 

c (- 1),+,+ “’ +I 
U,7,...,Z6S. 

. . . a 

= -t(n!rr 
;: ;: . . . i 

i -I* Yl 72 *** Y. 

(13) 

Now evaluate the n sets of vector variables as n sets of bases of V. The tableau on the 
right side of (13) does not vanish, since the entries on each row are a basis, and the 
bracket of a basis is a non-zero number. Thus if r # 0 then the left side of (13) does not 
vanish either. Therefore at least one term in the sum on the left side of (13) is non-zero; 
say such a term is 

IX B1 .*. Yll 

I a2 P2 .*. Y2 
I = C&P1 -*a YII Ca2/32 -.. Y21**. Ca,D. -.. r.1 ZQ 

1 a” A A. Yn 1 
This implies that for i = 1,2, . . . , n, {ai, pi, . . . , yi} is a basis of I’. We have therefore 
proved that Conjecture 5’ implies Conjecture 4. 

Next, we prove that Conjecture 5’ is equivalent to Conjecture 2. In the same 
notation as above, evaluate the n sets of vector variables such that 

q=/$= . . . =yi, 

and that 

Cal a2 ..*tlJ=l. 

Under these assumptions, 

i=l,2 ,..., n, 

identity (13) simplifies to 

(14) 

z (_ 1)o+r+ .” +R 

o,r,...,lES. 

(15) 

Note that a term on the left side of (15) is non-zero if and only if its tableau is a Latin 
:14) such a non-zero term square. Moreover, by ( 
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has a sign + 1 or - 1 depending on whether it is an even or odd Latin square. Hence 
identity (15) gives 

We infer 

ELS(n)-OLS(n)= &(n!)“r. 

that r#O if and only if ELS(n)#OLS(n). 

Remark. By polarization techniques, it can be shown that when n is even, 

n(n- 1) 

ELS(n)-OLS(n)=(- l)z(n!)“r. 

Taking transposes, we obtain 

GELS(n) - COLS(n) = RELS(n) - ROLS(n). 

Combining with identity (1 l), we conclude 

ELS(n)-OLS(n)=CELS(n)-COLS(n)=RELS(n)-ROLS(n) 

when n=4k. 

OLS(n)-ELS(n)=CELS(n)-COLS(n)=RELS(n)-ROLS(n) 

when n=4k+2. 

Denote by LS(e, e, n) the number of row even and column even Latin squares of size n, 
LS(e, o, n) the number of row even and column odd Latin squares of size n, etc. Then 
a simple computation leads to the following identity: 

LS(o,e,n)=LS(e,o,n)=LS(o,o,n), when n=4k, 

LS(o,e,n)=LS(e,o,n)=LS(e,e,n), when n=4k+2. 

4. List colorings of graphs 

In this section it will be shown that the Alon-Tarsi Conjecture implies the Dinitz 
Conjecture for even n. We follow largely [S]. 

Given a graph G on vertex set [n] and n arbitrary sets S= (Si : iE[n]), an S-legal 
vertex coloring of G is a function e : [n] -*nisi such that i+Si is a proper coloring of 
G in the ordinary sense. A digraph D is called Eulerian if the in-and-out-degrees d- (u) 
and d+ (u) coincide for each vertex u, and even (odd) if it has an even (odd) number of 
oriented edges. We write EE(D) and OE(D) for the number of even and odd Eulerian 
subdigraphs of D. The main result of [l] states the following. 
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Theorem 9 (Alon-Tarsi). Zf G has an orientation D with out-degree sequence 
d(D)={d+(l),d+(2), . . . ,d+(n)} such that 

d+(i)<lSil for all i, and (16) 

EE(D) # OE(D), (17) 

then G has an S-legal vertex coloring. 

We proceed to deduce from this theorem that the Alon-Tarsi conjecture implies the 
Dinitz Conjecture when n is even. We work with the graph G on the vertex set 
V= {(i, j) : 1~ i, j< n}, where two vertices are adjacent if they agree in one coordinate. 
Suppose ) Sijl = n for all i, j. Each Latin square L : V+ [n] gives an orientation DL of 
G with all out-degrees n - 1 according to 

(i,j)+(i,j’) if L(i, j)< L(i, j’), 

(i, j)-+(i’, j) if L(i, j)> L(i’,j). 

Now we take D = DLO in the above theorem, where LO(i, j) 5 i +j - 1 (mod n). Then 
condition (16) is satisfied. As for condition (17) in the theorem, one notices that 

d(D’)=d(D) o D\D’ is an Eulerian subdigraph of D, 

where D’\D refers to the set of oriented edges on which D and D’ disagree. Hence 

EE(D) - OE(D) = c (- l)‘O”“. (18) 
D’:d(D’)=d(D) 

Now let DO be the orientation such that 

(i,j)+(i,j’) ifj< j’, 

(i, j)+(i’, j) if i > i’. 

Then it is not hard to check that for all Latin squares L, 

(9 I DL\DL, I = I DL\Do I + I Do\DL, I (mod ‘9, 
(ii) ) DL\Do ( = the number of inversions in L, 

(iii) I DL,\Do 1 is even. 
Therefore I DL\DLo) 3 the number of inversions in L (mod 2). 
To complete the argument, one sees that the net contribution of all other orienta- 

tions having all out degrees n - 1 to (18) is zero. Therefore by (18), 

EE(DL,)- OE(DL,) = ELS(n) - OLS(n). 

So by Theorem 9, the Alon-Tarsi Conjecture implies the Dinitz Conjecture for even n. 
In closing, we recall a well-known conjecture on list colorings of graphs, which can 

be regarded as a generalization of the Dinitz Conjecture. The history of this conjecture 
is given in [2]. 

Let G be a multigraph with edge set E. Denote by l’(G) the edge coloring number of 
G. The edge-list-coloring number of G, denoted x;(G), is the least t such that if each edge 
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eEE is assigned a list S(e) oft ‘legal’ colors, then there is a coloring of the edges of E by 
U{S(e):eEE} h’ h w lc is a proper coloring in the usual sense, and which assigns each 
e a color from S(e). 

Conjecture 10 (List coloring conjecture). x;(G)=x’(G) for every multigraph G. 

Obviously, the Dinitz Conjecture is the special case of the above conjecture when 
G is the bipartite graph K,.. 
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